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Paideia Students Win National Scholastic Art & Writing Awards
Two Paideia students were awarded gold
medals and three students received silver
awards at the national level of the 2018
Scholastic Arts and Writing program. Evy
DiSalvo ’18 won a gold medal and the Civic
Expression Award from the 2018 Scholastic
Art and a silver medal for her photography
portfolio. Only six students were awarded the
Civic Expression Award. Lilah Krugman ’19
was awarded a gold medal and was one of only
two students to be awarded Best in Grade. Ava
Changnon ’18, Lilly Bencich ’19, and Bibi
Muse ’19 were awarded silver medals for their
photography. The gold medals and special
achievement award will be honored at Carnegie
Hall in New York City in June.
One of Evy’s prize-winning photos

Illuminate Lights Up the Night
Illuminate, was the theme of this year’s annual auction, Paideia’s biggest fundraiser
for financial aid. Hundreds turned out for the event at the Stave Room helping to raise
over $325,000 that will enable more students to attend Paideia.
The auction was chaired by Heather Scribner and Dana Leiberman (pictured top
right) working with hundreds of parent volunteers over the past year.
Many thanks to everyone who helped make the auction a big success.

community
Outdoor Club Enjoys
Fall Backpacking Trip in
North Carolina Mountains
Eleven students in the high school Outdoor Club, led by senior Izzy
Pitman and chaperoned by Mark Alexander and Gavin Drummond,
explored a high-elevation wilderness while backpacking in the Pisgah National Forest of North Carolina last fall. We hit the trail on a Friday afternoon with loaded packs and set up camp near a stream just before dark. A
full moon illuminated the meadow surrounding our tents that night.
On Saturday, we enjoyed a fun day of hiking, ascending two different
grassy summits at over 6,000’ in elevation. We took in fantastic views of
the Blue Ridge mountains, at times partially shrouded in misty clouds.
The highlight of that Saturday afternoon was our discovery of a series of
cascades and waterfalls in a narrow gorge surrounded by the mountains we
had just climbed.
As darkness settled in, we dined on red beans and rice by the glow of a
warm campfire. We slept to the soothing pitter patter of raindrops on our
tents overnight. On Sunday, we broke camp and reluctantly hiked out as
the sun gradually burned away the morning fog. Judging by the ubiquitous
smiles and laughter in this group, it was an awesome weekend!
— Mark Alexander, High School Outdoor Club faculty advisor

Pictured (from left): Gavin Drummond, William Currey, Tristan Ouweleen, Jane Brock,
Izzy Pitman, Ethan Thomas, Lylah Bannister, Sierra Petrash, Sophia Kennedy, Ruby Forde,
Addison Kerwin, Mark Alexander, Dov Wallack

Paideia Summer Camp
Registration for Paideia summer camp is now open. Day camps
are available for pre-k to junior high. Specialty and sports camps
include chess, theater, basketball, ultimate and volleyball.
For more information click on Summer Camp on the Paideia
website.
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Paideia Teams Compete at
Odyssey of the Mind
Regional Competition
By Mika Hernacki, Fifth Grade

Odyssey of the Mind is an international creative
problem-solving program that engages students in their
learning by allowing their knowledge and ideas to come
to life in an exciting, productive environment. Students
form teams of up to seven people. Teams can be made of
students from kindergarten to high school, with divisions
based on age. They give you a list of STEAM based
problems to choose from and each team spends over six
months working on it. Each solution is judged on guidelines for the problem, creativity, and execution.
This year Paideia had three awesome Odyssey of the
Mind teams from the elementary. Each team met two to
four hours per week to create a solution to their problem.
The first team worked on a technical problem, ‘Emoji
Speak for Yourself’. In this problem they had to tell the
story of a long lost emoji without talking. They told
about the glasses emoji and how it had a fight with the
fist emoji who broke it. The team members are: Catherine Dwyer, Alexandra Johnson, Chloe Greene, Lucas
Tangpricha, Riley Cook, Kris Hammond, and Audrey
Ferguson.
The second team chose the performance problem,
‘Stellar Hangout’. They had to create a performance with
a space hang out and a quest for space treasure. They
had two people that were looking for the treasure, but
the evil waitress decided to try and beat them to it. The
treasure was knowledge. The team members are: Gabby
Short, Stella Gegax, Jelaena Moreno, Alexandra
Huynh, Noah Patton, Chandler Kirkland, and Suriyah Frame.
The third and final team did the vehicle problem, ‘Triathlon Travels’. They had to create a vehicle that could
compete in three events: curling, jousting, and track.
They also had to do a vehicle change of appearance. This
team had spies graduating from spy school. It included
two flunking students, two graduating students, a coach,
a commentator, and a grand master spy. This team got
first place in their problem for Division 1 and is going to
the State Finals at Columbus State University on April
7. The team members are: Mika Hernacki, Porter Higgins, Rhea Patel, Sammie Estep, Jayden Hernacki,
José Moreno, and Konnor Seefried. The teams all did
amazing and look forward to next year.

community

Learning Not to Jump Off the Structure, and Other
Essential Lessons of Growing Up
By Brian Eames, Upper Elementary Teacher

Anywhere in America, 1978, 12:45 on a
Tuesday
At the periphery of a vast playground,
two teacher aides hover by double doors
leading into the brick building. Out on the
green, one batch of children, inspired by
a Winslow Homer painting, hold hands
while running in an arc. The boy on the
end is catapulted through the air. Another
group of children plays kickball. A third
has settled in at the ubiquitous swing set,
daring children running between the arcs
of the swingers. Four girls practice back
handsprings. The two aides swap casserole
recipes and ignore the students.
Children are playing.
Later that same afternoon…
Children have returned from school, via
bus, and walked the remaining distance
home unattended. Snack (cookies and
whole milk) is followed by a wave goodbye from parent. Children go outside. The
youth of the neighborhood, ranging in age
from 5 to 15, gather in an open space — a
field, perhaps, a large backyard or an empty lot. The older ones suggest entertainments. Two girls pull away to play jacks.
One boy with a Superball lures a buddy
away to see how fast the ball scoots on the
second jump. The remaining 12 settle on a
game of Kick-the-can. Not a single adult
is in sight.
There is laughter. There are tears when
the Superball hits a younger boy in the
eye, but his brother tells him to buck up.
He does. An hour passes. Kick-the-can
morphs into a game of soccer. Nearing
the dinner hour, the sound of pealing bells
penetrates dusky air. Time for dinner.
Forty years pass.
Atlanta, 2018, 4 p.m. on a weekday…
Small neighborhood parks stand empty
except for a few nannies tending charges.

Backyards are barren but for the occasional landscape crew. Parks with larger fields
bustle with organized teams that kick or
chase balls or hurl Frisbees. YMCAs and
recreational centers teem with children,
many in colored jerseys. Coaches cajole.
Parents wait in their cars, arranging schedules and plans via text message.
Other children, back at home, play inside. The most fortunate are experiencing
a playdate — a word that did not exist
in 1978 — which means that parents arranged by phone or e-mail to congregate
their children at a desired time. The parent of the host child is downstairs now,
contemplating the homework ritual soon
to come.
The children are supervised and safe.
In my neighborhood, I rarely see kids
playing outside. Play — loose, sloppy,
fun — is less evident in our city now than
it was 40 years ago. But in schools that
chose not to abandon recess — as many
have done in the past decade or so — recess is core curriculum. Just ask my son.
“How was school today, Hayes?”
“Good,” he says.
“What was the best part?”
“Monarch.” (A popular recess game.)
Play is fun. Great fun, even. And it is
essential as well. The routines of most Paideia students are structured and dictated
by teachers and schedules, no matter how
child-centered we try to be. While that
is especially true of school, it is increasingly true of the lives our children lead
outside of school, too. After school activities organized by adults have become the
norm rather than the exception. There are
many factors contributing to that shift in
children’s lives: a different perception of
safety that has evolved over a generation
or two, busier streets, more homework,
less connectedness in neighborhood communities among adults, longer work hours,

compelling technological devices that
work best indoors over wifi. Whatever the
cause, the result is that children play less
today in the outdoors without adult control
than they did 40 years ago.
For many Paideia students, recess is the
only time of day they will be with groups
of peers in a way largely unstructured by
adults. So much happens! Spend a few
afternoons out on the woodchips beside
the MAC if you doubt it. It’s amazing! (Do
beware of lofted projectiles. Unsuspecting
adults have an uncanny ability for getting
brained by an errant Frisbee.) From a safe
vantage you will see, most commonly,
children blowing off steam through big,
physical play. They run, they throw and
catch and kick. They tag each other and
run some more. But there is more going
on than just aerobic release.
Some of the most important lessons
of recess happen in the burble of activity
that does not reach an adult’s attention.
A student has to grapple with the disappointment of not winning. A child has to
mend a friendship he damaged in a science

see RECESS on page 4
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continued from page 3

lesson an hour before. Two girls chatter
gibberish to each other and bond while
giggling. Five kids attempt to skirt the
entire playground without stepping on any
woodchips, strategizing the whole way. A
boy has to leave the four square court even
when he did not believe he was out; if he
perceives he was treated unfairly by the
group, he must decide whether to stay with
the game, confront the students, ignore and
suffer, tell a teacher or push and shove.
In the classroom, when two kids enter
into conflict, teachers intervene. If we have
time, we bring them aside and help them
work it through. Other times we quash it,
lest the whole group’s mission be diverted.
Similarly in after school activities, linearfocused adults have a goal they want to
achieve in the time they have with kids:
teach them 10 new chess moves or how
to defend against a corner kick. Recess,
though, is not linear. It’s organic. Games
grow, evolve, falter, break apart. Children
butt heads, repair or nurse grudges, challenge themselves, bond. They have room
and time to figure out what they like, how
they want to be, and who brings them joy.
Sometimes they choose wrong. Every
teacher has had to abandon a lesson after
recess to process an injustice so fresh in
so many children’s minds that the lesson
on the schedule cannot proceed. More
common, though, is a smarting wound
that gets exposed during dinner table conversation at home, or just before bedtime.
The development that comes out of those
intrinsic conversations is part of the organism that is Play, and, its most fruitful
consequence. Real learning is real growth,
and real growth can be messy. It sometimes hurts. Remove the potential for that
pain, and you also remove the opportunity
for the growth. It’s easier for teachers to
witness a child’s angst on the playground
(or soon after coming inside) and interpret
it as a Teachable Moment than it is for
loving parents who hear about the inci4 | The Paideia Newsletter • March-April 2018

dent long after it has inflicted the pain. It
has been hard for me as a parent not to
swoop in, contact the teacher, and sort
the problem out for one of my boys when
he had a conflict at school with another
child. I see their pain and feel my own. I
want that pain to go away or at least never
arise again, even as I know that working
through age-appropriate conflicts is part of
the work of growing up, and it can yield
such powerfully positive results. Sometimes I have chosen well, and sometimes
I haven’t, and in the latter case, I allowed
my parental compassion to interfere with
my child’s growth.
At the extreme, a caregiver who hovers too much and too closely is labeled a
Helicopter Parent. Study after study in the
last several years has indicated the dangers
of such over-parenting. It tends to produce
teens who are more anxious, less socially
skilled, more likely to be depressed than
their less-parented peers. But where
does Compassionate Parenting end and
Helicopter Parenting begin? That’s a hard
one, particularly so because the line of demarcation moves as a child gets older, and
isn’t the same for every kid the same age-even siblings! But there is no doubt that
our culture has shifted in the Helicopter
direction of the continuum. When I want
to interact with my child’s teacher or an
administrator, I simply have to reach into
my pocket. I marvel at how much different it was for my parents, whose contact
with my teachers most years didn’t extend
beyond the Report Card sent home twice
a year. That’s not to say 1978 was idyllic
for kids. Parents could be so negligent it
would be almost criminal today. When I
was eleven, I snuck a hatchet out of my
garage, met my buddies in the woods, and
started felling towering pine trees in order
to construct a log cabin. Was it fun? Oh,
yes! Could it have gone really, really badly? Hmmm…. As it happened, it turned
out okay for me on the whole, but I’m sure
that it did not for some of my peers.
I think when I’m being the best parent
to my boys, I’m mindfully living with ten-

sion. I want to keep my kids safe, and I
want my kids to develop a sense of personal agency when they work things out without me. I can’t just give in to one impulse
or the other. That tension shows up for me
every day: when Hayes (10) struggles with
a piece of math homework, when Keyes
(15) asks to take a Lyft ride home at 11
p.m. on a Friday night from a gathering
with buddies, when Jack (18) navigates the
many steps of the college application process. The tension has shifted enormously
since the days when I’d follow a few steps
behind them at the playground, but if I can
learn anything from the older parent friends
of mine who have children in their 20s and
even 30s, the tension isn’t quite ever going
to go away. Parenting always involves a
dance, and the footwork is complex.
Which brings me back to recess, an institution I appreciate even more today than
I did when I first started teaching a quarter
century ago. Recess is the Middle Path
if there ever was one. Kids get up to all
sorts of activities in a large but boundaried
space. They can run around plenty, but not
over other children. They can split a knee,
bloody a nose, even break a leg (Hayes,
jumping off the structure last year), but
generally, the problems they encounter are
good ones to learn from (i.e., don’t jump
off the structure). If a situation gets out
of hand, there’s always an adult in sight.
Problems arise constantly, but the children navigate solutions mostly without us
teachers. For many of them, it will be the
most memorable part of their day, and perhaps the most educational.
Mostly, though, recess is a joy-filled
time. For the release of tension alone, it
would be time well spent, but given how
much more potential for growth that it
offers, it is truly essential. Recess isn’t
enough for kids to grow into self-actualized young adults, but it moves children in
the right direction. Hopefully the adults in
those children’s lives will figure out how
to keep nudging them along as well without taking the work away from them.

community
Paideia Students Join
National Walkout
Paideia students in the high school
and junior high participated in a nationwide school walkout Wednesday,
March 14 to protest gun violence
and to remember the 17 students
and teachers killed one month ago
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Florida. The students observed 17 minutes of silence in honor
of the 17 people killed in February.
Daniela Manzo ’18 and Kate Sarvady ’21 read the names and a short
remembrance of all of those killed.
Several students spoke passionately the about the need for tougher gun
laws and their right to be free of the
fear of dying while attending school
because of gun violence. “We demand prevention, not prayers,” said
junior high students Lily Babcock,
Sophie Lyman and Mo Leventhal
in a speech they gave together. “We
see your tweets and hashtags, but
where’s the legislation to back them
up? If you really want to make a
change, don’t just say so. Take action
and prove it.”
Atlanta City Councilman Matt
Westmoreland, a former teacher and
member of the Atlanta school board,
spoke and welcomed and encouraged
the students’ activism telling them,
“You’re never too young to take a
stand. Keep talking, make [elected
officials] hear you.”
Nanseera Wolff ’19 performed
“Talkin’ Bout a Revolution” by
Tracy Chapman.
The walkout was organized by senior Lauryn Adams and sophomore
Royce Mann, both of whom were
speakers at the protest. They urged
students to stay engaged and attend
future protests including the March
24 rally at the Georgia State Capitol,
also part of nationwide protest.

Students Win International Haiku Contest Awards
Results for the United Nations International School haiku contest, open to students in grades
first through 12th have been announced.  
In the elementary school division, Aida Pardo was awarded honorable mention.
Amit Kamma, Phillip Salzinger and Rohan Chanani swept the junior high division. Their
exact placement will be announced at the awards ceremony held June 1 at the United Nations
International School in New York City. Junior high honorable mentions go to Maggie Bowen,
James Russell, Clare Tubbs and Megan Walter.
In the high school division, Emma Jones placed in the top three. Juliana Margolis and
Daisy Solomon received honorable mention.
Paideia’s Becca McCauley was also awarded an honorable mention in the teacher division.

Paideia Cup Tournament May 11-13 at Python Park
Come out to Python Park to watch Paideia girls’ and boys’ varsity ultimate teams compete
against some of the best ultimate teams from around the country. This year is the 13th annual
Paideia Cup, known nationally for high caliber competition and superior spirit of the game.
The girls are coached by Miranda Knowles ’00, and have been state champions the last five
years and are the reigning Pi Cup Champions. Michael Baccarini coaches the boys’ team, state
champions from 2013 to 2016 and winner of the Pi Cup Spirit of the Game award for the last
two years. The weekend promises to be a competitive, fun, family friendly event for fans of all
ages. For more information about the Paideia Cup, go to www.paideiacup.com.

Science and STEAM Opportunities
If you’re looking for science or STEAM opportunities for your children, take a look at our
Science Programs website: paideiaschool.org/steamopportunities. Here you’ll find information
about science-related clubs and other opportunities at Paideia, as well as summer programs
in Atlanta and beyond. If your children have participated in a good summer program that we
haven’t listed, please let us know so we can add it!
Email Dave Fergemann at fergemann.david@paideiaschool.org.

Paideia Part of Family Science Carnival
Paideia School was one of the host sites for the Atlanta Science Festival’s Family Science
Carnival on March 11. Parents and kids played games and did classic science experiments together at a fun-filled event.

Student Achievements
Two high school students have been honored by the National Center for Women and
Information Technology, which fosters information technology development and leadership. Sophomore Isabel Goico won an award and junior Alana Mermin-Bunnell was
named honorable mention. Both are now eligible to apply for a $3,000 grant to teach
programming and computing to K-12 girls.
Seven Paideia students – William Currey, Luca Davidorf, Matthew Davidorf,
Max Karnik, Sophie Lyman, Caroline Porkert, and Anna Zheng – were selected to
participate in the Georgia Music Educators Association All-State Chorus performance
Feb. 15-17 in Athens, Ga.
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Paideia Acting
Troupe Performs
The Paideia Acting Troupe debuted Farce Of Nature on Feb.
1, combining seriousness and
humor for an entertaining show.
Directed by Jesse Evans and
Keb Bannister, the play was set
in a fishing lodge in Arkansas.
Many student actors took parts in
the cast of the theatrical event.

Framework of Values Guides Student Internships
Paideia’s Framework of Values states
that empathy, social responsibility and
development of ethical self are an essential
part of students’ educational development. “We hope that our students will be
prepared not only to live in the world but
to improve it,” the Framework states. Students’ involvement with non-profit organizations that have a social justice emphasis
helps to achieve this educational goal.
In his internship reflection, Jack Eames
’18, wrote “The most important part of
social justice is not to put a Band-Aid on
a problem, but to provide the stepping
stones to fixing the whole problem.”
Working with students to help them find
and follow through on opportunities for
service with non-profit organizations is the
role of Natalie Rogovin, director of service learning and civic involvement.
Natalie has amassed a lot of information about this program since she came to
Paideia in 2016. She’s responsible for the
subject of service learning and is available
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to the whole school, but most of her work is
now with high school students. Each high
school student is required to do two separate internships with a non-profit organization. To be considered an internship, it must
be a minimum of 30 hours. Students can
fulfill these obligations in short term A or B,
or during summer break or all year-long.
“Putting these values at the forefront
helps students put ideas into action,” said
Natalie. “Opportunities to work with nonprofit internships give students exposure
to lives outside their own. They learn the
meaning of small things and come to understand that they’re not going to change
somebody’s life, but they learn that small
actions have a big impact.”
“I agree that everything I’ve gained
in my life, specifically in my education,
should be used to help others, because the
privileges we’ve received are not something we should be ashamed of or despise,
they are gifts that we can use to help and
connect with others,” Nailah Smith ’18

wrote in her internship reflection.
Some of the students who have been
accomplishing their graduation requirements include Emery Cook ’18, Natalie’s
intern who is helping her develop a digital
platform to streamline record keeping for
internships, among other things. Emery
also has spent time at Georgia Tech doing
work on cyber bullying.
Senior Moey Rojas has worked more
than 420 hours since his freshman year
with the International Rescue Committee,
teaching English and tutoring students for
the citizenship test. “He’s a good example
of a student who has been very committed
to one organization,” said Natalie.
Recently, she has introduced a way to
make it easier for students to find and apply for summer internships. The program
is called X2Vol, a digital service to track
volunteer hours in real time and offers
information and application deadlines to
help students. Natalie has included five
non-profits, Children’s Healthcare of

Alumni news

Compiled by Blair Cumming Falivene ’00 Alumni Relations and Special Events Coordinator

• Ben Ku ’00 writes: Inspired by Jon
Ossoff ’05, I’ve decided to run for
Gwinnett County District 2 Commissioner. This district covers Peachtree
Corners, Norcross, and Lilburn, and
serves as the gateway between Gwinnett County and Atlanta. I moved to
Tucker in Gwinnett County so my
two adorable dachshunds could have
a yard, and I plan to continue running
my SAAS and technology consulting
business during the campaign. I miss
my Paideia mentors, Cecelia Caines,
Steve Sigur, and Sharon Radford,
who taught me that we have strength
in our diversity, that creativity and science are not separate, and sometimes
you just have to “try on” a decision. I
am running to improve and engage the
community, and I think I can bring my
Paideian love of learning and creative
thinking to the county commission.
• Anna Beck ‘01 and Arthur York ‘99
welcomed their third child, Marley Lou
York, on March 12 weighing a whopping 8.11 pounds with a full head of
black hair. She joins their five-year-old
twins, Henry and Campbell, who fluctuate between being very excited and curious about when the baby will go away
and their lives will get back to normal.
While Anna is out on maternity leave for

the next several months, Blair Falivene
‘00, our previous alumni coordinator
will return to the role. Arthur recently
joined the Rafi Firm in Midtown Atlanta
where he will continue his representation
of victims and their families in lawsuits
involving catastrophic injury and wrongful death caused by the negligence of
individuals and corporations.”
• Christine Bell ’01 writes: I live with
my husband Cesar, son Javi (4) and
daughter Julia (2) in Atlanta. I recently finished my pediatric residency at
Emory in December 2017 and work for
Grady Health System with particular focus for the Spanish speaking immigrant
population in Atlanta. I met Cesar, who
works as a cardiologist for Northside
Hospital, during his residency at Emory.
We love to run in local races and travel
as a family whenever possible. We actually got engaged at the 2010 World Cup
in South Africa and attended the 2014
World Cup in Brazil as well! We currently are expecting another baby girl
this spring and are excited to hopefully
soon become a family of five!
• Daniel Bell ’02 writes: I finished my
residency in emergency medicine at
Mount Sinai in New York. Afterwards
I completed a fellowship in palliative
care, also at Mount Sinai. After 5 great

years in Manhattan my wife Kallio and
I moved back to Atlanta, where I joined
the Emory faculty as a palliative care
doctor with their wonderful palliative
care center. My wife and I are thrilled
to be back in Atlanta catching up with
friends and family. On any given weekend you might catch us on the beltline
with our giant lab rescue, Moose. Or
find me and other Paideia alumni at the
gym playing pickup basketball on Sundays reliving the glory days one injury
at a time.
Again a big thank you and shout out
to the fantastic Paideia teachers grades
1-12 for playing such a large role in my
life and development!
• Ella Radcliffe ’11 writes:  I am currently finishing my masters of science
in nursing at Vanderbilt. I will be finishing in April as a dual-certified adult and
women’s health nurse practitioner and
looking for a job in Nashville—ideally
in a community-health setting or working with a marginalized population of
women.

continued from page 6

teaching and Mary Lynn Cullen, the
elementary coordinator, works with these
students. Part of the time they work at Paideia and also at other schools.
Natalie also said that there is an increasing interest in social entrepreneurship, and
students’ projects have overlapped with
other school efforts including urban agriculture with Tania Herbert and with Kori
Ellis, sustainability coordinator.
This year, Natalie and high science
teacher Brian Smith plan to take 16 students to Nicaragua April 1-8 as an alternate
spring break. Plans are to work in a sea
turtle hatchery, soup kitchen and building
houses.

APC 2018 Lecture

Atlanta, Zoo Atlanta, Fernbank, Atlanta
Community Food Bank and the Georgia
Aquarium.
Recently, Paideia held a well-attended
meet and greet of former and current students in freshman through junior classes
to share ideas about internships, with applications PDFs available. Some students
take the initiative to figure out their own
internships: one of those was with PAWS
Atlanta, a No-kill Animal Shelter and pet
rescue organization.
Students also may work at Paideia’s
summer camps or engage in cross-age

REMINDER
Alumni weekend is April 27-29. All
alumni are invited back for our Barbecue on Friday night followed by reunion
class parties on Saturday.

Ruth Simmons, president of Prairie
View University and former president
of Smith College and Brown University
was the 2018 Alumni Parent Council
Speaker. Over 200 people including
alumni parents, alumni, current parents
and local alumni of Smith, Brown and
Agnes Scott College came out Friday
evening, March 9 to hear President Simmons talk on issues facing college women today. She noted that it is important
for young women to find their voice and
to use it to assert themselves. President
Simmons is a Paideia grandparent.
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1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL is nonsectarian, serving families
with children ages three through 18. Paideia does not dis-

criminate in employment or in admissions. It actively seeks
racial, cultural, and economic diversity in its student body.
The ancient Greek word Paideia conveys the concept of a
child’s total education: intellectual, artistic, and social.

The Paideia School Newsletter is published 10 times a year.
The deadline for the newsletter is the 1st of the preceding

month. Send all correspondence to Jennifer Hill, Editor, at
Paideia School, 1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue, Atlanta, GA
30307. Phone number is 404/377-3491, ext. 339; e-mail

address is hill.jennifer@paideiaschool.org. For informa-

tion about sports schedules and upcoming events visit our
web site at www.paideiaschool.org

Sports Update
Three new school records were set at the Landmark Meet No.5 March 10 by the following athletes:
• Cade Woodcock – shot put – 41-08.25
• Griffin McCauley – 800 meter – 1:59.25
• Jordyn Bourne – 300 meter hurdles – 47.80
Seven new school records were set at the Coaches Invitational March 16-17.
Griffin McCauley – 1600 meter – third place  – 4:21.99
Jordyn Bourne – 60 meter – fourth place – 8.27
Tommy Davis – 100 meter – eighth place – 11.22
Camryn Bourne, Anna McEntee, Sophia Huynh and Jordyn
Bourne – girls’ sprint medley relay – 2:00.40  
• Omari Griffith, Jaylan Troutman, Vincent Knight and Tommy Davis, boys’ sprint medley relay – sixth place – 1:38.82  
• Camryn Bourne, Anna McEntee, Sophia Huynh and Jordyn
Bourne, girls’ 4x100 meter relay – 52.58  
• Sophia Figueroa, Jordan Walter, Sophia Huynh and  Sophia
West – girls’ 4x800 meter Relay – 10:22.71

•
•
•
•

Christina Walker

MileSplit GA named Luna McCauley Middle School Runner of
the Week.
Junior Kai Carter was named to the All Region team for the
third time. Sophomore Christina Walker and junior Hunter
Furman were named All Region Honorable Mention.

Kai Carter

Hunter Furman

